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They trained our students
students learned different   Digital Marketi
this domain. 
 

Digital Marketing: 
 
Digital Marketing or Internet Marketing is currently the most effective marketing tool 
brand reach the right target audience.
tools to survive,  strong marketing tools are needed to encourage growth and ensures that spending 
valuable time on tedious task. 
 

 

Our students learned  how each and individual medium works in our subsequent posts. 
look at the key tools marketers can use to carry out their digital strategies.

1. Website 

2. Social Media Marketing

3. Emailer Marketing

4. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

5. Search Advertising

6. Mobile Marketing 

7. Video Marketing 

1. Website 
A website is essentially a gateway for the brand to its visitors. Today, because of the internet it is 
very easy for users to search for any brand/product/service they are interested in just a click. A 
website also marks as an initial introduction for the brand to its visitor. Websites also acts as a huge 
content sharing platform. Marketers, entrepreneur’s,
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search optimization companies use blog as a medium to promote their product or services. UI and 
UX form the pillars of Website structures. It is very important for brands to have a seamless UI and 
UX strategy to engage with its users to s
a purchase. 

2. Social Media Marketing 
The most commonly used tool on the digital platform is without any second thoughts is
Media marketing. Today in India, almost all the brands have an active presence on at least one of 
the social media platforms viz a viz: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat, LinkedIn, 
Google + or even WhatsApp to name a few. In a s
that the best performing digital marketing
of the total marketing tools. The reason marketers should choose Social Media and
marketing services in their digital marketing plan is that it helps increase Brand awareness, 
driving engagement, increase traffic on landing pages/websites, generates leads, develops fan 
following, improves search results, which leads in increasing sales results. Social updates also help 
in increasing business partnership/alliances.
 
  

3. Email Marketing 
In totality, each and every email sent or received is a part of email marketing. Emails are usually 
sent to promote business/service, request business, send advertisements, and request to 
participate. In India, email marketing comprises 56% of the digital mar
by the marketers. Although, the downside being, a lot of emails even today go unseen or are marked 
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as spam. Hence, it is very important to be a credible source to leverage the benefits of email 
marketing. This is possible over
each and every user, offering deals and discounts and creating brand awareness.
marketing companies know that e
and retain the old ones. Best email marketing services
experiment with content, visuals, c
compared to print or television. It also benefits marketers to calculate effective ROI even for a 
single email sent. 
 

4. SEO 
SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization
increase their websites visibility, visitors and creating awareness on the search engines. The results 
are achieved are commonly referred as completely organic/unpaid. In layman’s term, SEO means 
analyzing users behavior on search engines and leveraging that to the benefits of the brands. SEO 
targets components when interacting with the search engines, for e.g.: image search, video search, 
and content search et al. SEO also target industry specific keywords in 
keywords and search engines preferred by the consumers. To make SEO work, brands and adwords 
management agencies spend a lot of time optimizing their websites in order to get better search 
results. However, SEO is an amalgama
These both go hand in hand. 
 

5. Search Advertising 
Search advertising as the term suggests is a method of putting up online advertising using search 
engine channels like Google, Yahoo, and Bing. Throug
advertise on the search portals or other content publishing websites in the search engines network. 
Search advertising mainly works with ‘Keywords’. Search engine portals keep a tab on the most 
popular and exact keywords users search on the portal. In turn, when a marketer looks for 
placement ideas and keyword groups, the search engines help them choose the most popular 
keywords for maximum brand exposure. Generally, before making any purchase decision, users 
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tend to compare the product/service on a search engine to have a better deal.
marketing agency makes sure that search engine is a valuable tool from a brands point of vi
the search engines offer tailor-
Search engine marketing involves display advertising, text
Text-based ads are the ones which are simple as it involves mos
 

6. Mobile Marketing 
Mobile marketing is the most recent form of marketing through mobile. With ample of mobile data 
available and user dependability on their mobile phones, it has opened multiple channels for 
brands to connect with its target use
mentioned tools. It takes place over the mobile phone with additional modes of marketing. The 
technique includes SMS campaigns, in
push notifications. Although this tool of marketing is very much in demands, there are still certain 
limitations when it comes to device compatibility. For e.g.: iOS platform doesn’t support flash and 
media-rich banners as there is less scope of animation on mobile p
 

7. Video Advertising 
Video advertising in the digital scenario is an online advertisement with video in its format. It 
comes in multiple formats like pre
videos on YouTube, Facebook and many video sharing sites. Video advertisements are used to 
increase audience engagement with high impact videos. Digital videos are generally more than 2
minutes long as opposed to a television commercial which is approximately a 30 seconder. With 
half the cost and more than double the running time, digital videos have a higher engagement rate 
and wider reach than the traditional TVC. Hence, even if a brand today plans for a TVC, they make it 
a point to have a digital version of the same.
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Conclusion: 

 On behalf of Department of computer science and Applications , Kakatiya 

Government College, Hanumakonda , I thank to team of SVAPPS, Hanumakonda for giving 

this opportunity to our students to involve in their project works. Our students were leaned 

to many things and gained knowledge pertaining to IT field. That helped us a lot. 

 


